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uel. It’s a heavy job.”
I answered: “You’re right, old man. I’ll do my
best, and here’s hoping that you will be back again
soon at the head of the old job.”
I didn’t want to get emotional, and I knew Louis
didn’t want that either, so I changed the subject with a
jest, saying: “I guess I’ll be safe in betting a cookie
you’ll feel cocky in khaki. Well, so long; our hearts are
with you.”
And now Louis is gone. I am a left in charge. I
have a big responsibility, and I want to be frank with
the loyal friends of The New Appeal. I want them to
know that the job is really theirs. I’ll be here at the
editorial desk. But they will be out in this great country, rubbing elbows with the common folk — the
people we are trying to emancipate from capitalism.
They are the ones who will keep the Appeal in action.
They will see to it that the people read The New Appeal and study its contents. The Appeal Army is called
to the colors; they are mobilized. They must work
quickly and enthusiastically. The New Appeal needs its
friends, yes, as much as its friends need the Appeal.
You are going to be given a chance to show your
loyalty to The New Appeal right now. I want you to
demonstrate your conviction that The New Appeal
should climb to new achievements, to new victories.
You will do this by going among your friends and getting them to subscribe for this paper — you will do it
NOW, so that I can send word to Louis that the Army
is standing by and there will be not the slightest letup.
And in order to accelerate action, in order to

Less than 24 hours ago I was in Louis Kopelin’s
house helping him pack a little grip that would hold
the few essentials for his trip to Camp Funston, Kans.
I felt a catch in my throat as I thought that he would
soon entrain with more than a hundred other young
men. It seemed unbelievable that he was going to war.
He went about it all in a calm, methodical manner, as
though he were preparing to spend a weekend with
friends in Kansas City.
While we were moving around doing little
chores, I thought of the years we had worked together.
I recalled those early days on the New York Call —
about 9 years ago, when he was city editor and I was a
reporter under him. I knew him when he was hardly
more than a boy, and he knew me when I was nothing
more than a kid. And later we drifted apart. His work
took him to Washington, where he published The
National Socialist. I went to Milwaukee where I did
political reporting while Emil Seidel headed the Socialist administration in that city. Louis next struck
for Girard, where he soon became editor of the largest
and most influential Socialist paper in the country —
The New Appeal.† I went to Chicago for a newspaper
job, and then to California, where I started The Western Comrade, edited a Socialist weekly and a labor newspaper; and just before the world war started I landed
in New York where I went back to the New York Call
as its Sunday editor. And then Louis asked me to join
him on The New Appeal. That was back in 1915, and
I accepted gladly, and I have never regretted it since.
And here was Louis going off to war. As he took
my hand he said: “You have a big responsibility, Eman-

†- Haldeman-Julius anachronistically uses the new wartime name of the publication, which was actually called the Appeal to
Reason throughout its long history.
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give you a remembrance from The New Appeal for your
work at this time we are going to present you with free
copies of The New Appeal Socialist Classics.
Undoubtedly you little expected The New Appeal to give copies of its Socialist Classics as premiums
for subscriptions, but it is true. The New Appeal wants
to spread the good message of international democracy and Socialism and it wants your help. Get busy
today and secure four 20-week subscriptions at 25 cents
each, making a dollar for the four subscriptions. Send
us the dollar and the book you covet will be sent postpaid by return mail. There are 12 volumes in this set
and you will want to get all of them. Each week The
New Appeal will print a blank — each week for 12
weeks, until the last volume has been presented before
you. You may start on Volume One today. And when
you have filled out the blank for Number One (The
Elements of Socialism) you will be ready to begin on
Number Two.
Mr. William J. Ghent, the editor of this series,
set himself a big task and it is generally agreed among
superior critics that he succeeded thoroughly in the
work outlined for himself.
Each of these 12 books contains 64 pages, or a
total of 768 pages. It may thus be seen readily enough

that this series assumed almost encyclopedic proportions.
This is your chance. Don’t let it pass you by. Get
busy right now. Go to your friends and get them to
take a 20-week subscription at only 25 cents per sub.
It will be easy for you to get the splendid premiums
that are now being offered through The New Appeal
for the first time. Let us describe Volume One, entitled
The Elements of Socialism.
In this volume the reader gets the most lucid
definitions of Socialism. In addition, many of the terms
used by advanced Socialists — such as Capitalism, Capital,
the Economic Interpretation of History, the Class Struggle,
Surplus Value and Prices — are defined carefully so that
beginners may grasp their meaning. With this basis it is
possible to go ahead and study the other 11 volumes understandingly. The Socialist indictment of Capitalism —
which is given a prominent place in this book — analyzes
the present industrial system and points out why the Socialist objects to it. This is followed with a chapter by John
Spargo, in which the more important features of the Socialist State are outlined. It will thus be seen that Volume I
is of extreme usefulness to all who desire to make a profound study of the meaning of Socialism.

Order Blank for “The Elements of Socialism”, No. 1
The New Appeal, Girard, Kansas.
Send me a free copy of Number 1 (The Elements of Socialism) of The New Appeal, Socialist Classics. I have secured the following four
20-week subs and I am enclosing one dollar to pay for the same. The names of the future readers of The New Appeal, are:
Name _________________________________________________

Name _________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State _________________

City ____________________________ State _________________

Name _________________________________________________

Name _________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State _________________

City ____________________________ State _________________

Name of sender who is to receive “The Elements of Socialism,” free:
Name _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________ City __________________________________ State _____________
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